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S T A T U T E 

 

CHAPTER 1 

 

General provisions 
 

Article 1. Romanian Federative Chamber of Physician Trade Unions (RFCPTU-CFSMR) is a 

Trade Union Federation of Romanian doctors in the health care system (HCS), as defined in Art. 

41 (2) of Law no. 54/2003 (Law on trade unions). 

 

Article 2. Romanian Federative Chamber of Physician Trade Unions (RFCPTU-CFSMR) is a 

militant organization that has as essential attribute to sustain the economic interests, social, 

professional, cultural and sporting activities of its members, according to trade union law, no. 

54/2003, Article 2 and Article 4. 

 
Article 3. Romanian Federative Chamber of Physician Trade Unions (RFCPTU-CFSMR) 

supports the interests of salaried doctors and paramedical staff with higher education activities 

related to medical practice and the interests of independent practice physician wage and of 

independent practice paramedical staff with higher education. 

 

Article 4.RFCPTU-CFSMR  is a federation of trade unions formed by the free membership of 

physicians of HCS; components of RFCPTU-CFSMR organizations retain their legal personality 

ehen accepting the present Statute. 

At RFCPTU-CFSMR can not join trade unions than with legal persoanality.  

CCAAMMEERRAA  FFEEDDEERRAATTIIVVĂĂ  AA  SSIINNDDIICCAATTEELLOORR  

MMEEDDIICCIILLOORR  DDIINN  RROOMMÂÂNNIIAA  
îînnffiiiinnţţaattăă  ddiinn  11999900  ccaa    

SSIINNDDIICCAATTUULL  IINNDDEEPPEENNDDEENNTT  AALL  MMEEDDIICCIILLOORR  DDIINN  RROOMMÂÂNNIIAA 

RROOMMAANNIIAANN  FFEEDDEERRAATTIIVVEE  CCHHAAMMBBEERR  OOFF  

PPHHYYSSIICCIIAANNSS  TTRRAADDEE  UUNNIIOONNSS  
eessttaabblliisshheedd  ffrroomm  11999900  aass    

IINNDDEEPPEENNDDEENNTT  TTRRAADDEE  UUNNIIOONN  OOFF  PPHHYYSSIICCIIAANNSS  FFRROOMM  RROOMMAANNIIAA 



Article. 5. RFCPTU-CFSMR is independent of the political, legislative or executive, central or 

local government, from Health Insurance Houses and the Romanian College of Physicians 

(Colegiul Medicilor din Romania). 

 

Article. 6. RFCPTU-CFSMR will act as representative of salaried doctors and paramedical staff 

with higher education in all places and occasions when action is needed to support their interests 

by whatever means and methods that are not prohibited by applicable law, collective bargaining 

and collective labor disputes. 

RFCPTU-CFSMR will act as representative of doctors and paramedical staff with 

independent practice in all places and occasions when action is needed to support the interests of 

doctors and paramedical staff with higher education. 

  

Article. 7. RFCPTU-CFSMR aims for: 

 a. Representing, protecting and defending the interests of the medical profession as a 

liberal activity through the development and / or support of legislative, executive and 

administrative measures at all levels of governamental and HCS structures. 

 b. The study, encourage and achieve all that, in social, financial, administrative, 

economic, technical, legal or tax advice, in moral or material, may be useful to its members or 

the medical system in which its members practice their profession. 

 c. Centralization of data on the system and the medical profession, and the opportunity to 

make them public when necessary. 

 d. Studying and monitoring the application of laws and regulations with the social, 

organizational, fiscal, etc.impact on the system, profession, doctors and paramedical staff with 

higher education. 

 e. Defending specific rights of the medical profession of its members, doctors and 

paramedical staff with higher education. 

 f. Encouraging doctors to consider mandatory public information regarding any 

unacceptable aspects of health issues, considering that medical ethics is in no way an obstacle to 

participate in public debate on these critical issues. As an organization, RFCPTU-CFSMR will 

adopt the same position. 

 

Article. 8. RFCPTU-CFSMR shall represent its members, doctors and paramedical personnel 

with higher education, in discussing social issues. 

 

Article. 9. RFCPTU-CFSMR represents doctors and paramedical staff with higher education in 

front of institutions and authorities in all matters of interest and attitudes to protect themselves 

and adopt a clear and unequivocal possition on the professional rights in the system. 

 

Article. 10. RFCPTU-CFSMR will be involved in all the legal steps allowed for discussion of 

any legislative or regulatory initiatives that interested doctors and paramedical staff with higher 

education: projects of normative legal frameworks regarding the organization or reorganization 

of the healthcare system, medical practice organization, health insurance, etc. 

 

Article. 11. RFCPTU-CFSMR defenses the unique position of the doctors/physicians in the 

HCS, position offered by unique skills of physicians. These skills makes to physicians 



obligations on initiative, full decision and individual responsibility, which compared with other 

professionals in the health system, become rights. 

 

Article.12. RFCPTU-CFSMR promote or support initiatives or actions that highlight the 

important place hte physicians occupy in society, just because of its central position within the 

system. 

 

Article. 13. By the very specific medical profession, RFCPTU-CFSMR naturally lies with those 

who defend human rights, prevent any kind of extremism;  RFCPTU-CFSMR defenses militant 

democracy, humanitarianism, strengthening the rule of law and human rights. 

 

Article. 14. RFCPTU-CFSMR promotes international cooperation and confraternity, both at the 

individual level, as well as from associations and institutions. 

 

Article. 15. RFCPTU-CFSMR sustains militant and voluntary the interests of doctors and other 

paramedical staff higher education, unlike the College of Physicians in Romania which is 

organized by the Romanian State by Law 95/2006, Title XII, as a public institutional body, 

organization mandatory for doctors led by physicians to coordinate appropriate exercise of the 

medical profession in Romania for the benefit of patients and the community. 

 

CHAPTER 2 
 

RFCPTU-CFSMR OBJECTIVES  
 

Article. 16. RFCPTU-CFSMR will take all steps, including the conduct of negotiations for its 

members, doctors and paramedical staff with higher education, either salaried or with 

independent prqctice, to benefit on collective and individual contractual conditions as more as 

favorable, done with medical services financers, whether the Ministry of Health, Public Health 

Department, Insurance Housesor, central or local governments or private donors. 

 

Article. 17. RFCPTU-CFSMR ensures that wages and salaries of physicians reflect the 

professional individual qualifications, competence of the person, and the difficulties of working 

place. 

 

Article. 18. RFCPTU-CFSMR will negotiate the conditions, employment rights and obligations 

of its members, doctors and paramedical personnel with higher education with practice related to 

medical care, working time and rest, as well as their income. 

 

Article. 19. RFCPTU-CFSMR will endeavor that the revenues of its members to be and to 

maintain in an adequate ratio with the salary of other academic staff and / or other health care 

professionals, but with which the doctors do not share the specific responsibility, training and 

skills. 

 

Article. 20. RFCPTU-CFSMR will be involved in defense on those specific cases, even 

individual physicians, in which the rights of physicians are not respected, including the legal 

route if necessary. 



 

Article. 21. RFCPTU-CFSMR will act in all situations that could lead to the improvement of 

special health care for physicians and their families. 

 

Article. 22. RFCPTU-CFSMR is interested in improving social conditions in which doctors live 

and work. 

 

Article. 23. To achieve its economic and social objectives, CFSMR RFCPTU uses those means 

provided by law, collective agreements, considered as a source of law, the national framework 

contract and its implementing rules. 

 

Article. 24. RFCPTU-CFSMR support all those initiatives and attribute of the Romanian College 

of Physicians, as public law organization, headed by doctors, that may lead to the proper exercice 

of the profession, given it by Law 95/2006, Title XII, into the benefit of patients and the 

community. 

  

Article. 25. RFCPTU-CFSMR must take action whenever public attacks occur, no matter which 

way or how to address its members. 

  

Article. 26. RFCPTU-CFSMR will be involved in all those actions that can lead to improvement 

of the Code of Ethics of Physicians. 

 

Article. 27. RFCPTU-CFSMR will be involved in any attempt to structure the private practice of 

medicine, including by proposing legislative initiatives or support new or amending old ones. 

  

Article. 28. RFCPTU-CFSMR will be involved in appearition, development and improvement in 

Romania of a modern, efficient and adequate health insurance for the benefit of its members. 

 

Article. 29. RFCPTU-CFSMR may demand, by petition or protest, the change, resignation or 

dismissal of a public administrator, regardless of job title (director of the hospital, clinic, home 

insurance, public health guidelines, the ministry or government) in conditions under which 

he/she has been proved to act against the interests of members of our organization. 

 

Article. 30. RFCPTU-CFSMR will support special professional insurance for doctors either 

salaried or with independent practice (either depending on state or public). 

 

Article. 31. RFCPTU-CFSMR va will initiate, conduct or order studies which may to help the 

country's health policy adjustment to the realities and needs, from any point of view. 

  

Article. 32. RFCPTU-CFSMR will advocate for adequate control of the number of doctors in the 

country and the proportion between different specialties. 

 

Article. 33. RFCPTU-CFSMR is interested in approaching the methods for specializing the 

physicians on developed countries from the European Union and the United States of America, 

including the specialties and skills acquisition. 



Article. 34. RFCPTU-CFSMR promotes and supports the modernization of Romanian medical 

education and research in all aspects and at all levels. 

 

CHAPTER 3 
 

ORGANIZATION 

PART I. GENERAL PROVISIONS 

 

Article. 35. 1. To The Romanian Federative Chamber of Physician Trade Unions  may join any 

trade union of doctors, which has a local / county structure, appropriate to RFCPTU-CFSMR and 

which accept this Statute. Applications for membership shall be submitted to the National 

Council. 

 2. Membership application to RFCPTU-CFSMR will be accompanied by: 

 copy of the Statute of chamber / trade union; 

 copy of the court decision of the formation of tradeunion/chamber; 

 roll table with members of the governing body; 

 sresponsibility tatement on the number of unionized doctors, as well as the structure of the 

union, signed by members of the governing body. This statement will be updated annually. 

 

Article. 36. The statute of the the trade union adherent to CFSMR RFCPTU will respect the 

general parameters of a model and the core ideas of this Statute, with the modifications dictated 

by the specific territorial level. 

 

Article. 37. RFCPTU-CFSMR member organizations remains intact in all respects, including 

financially, after paying dues to the federation, which is the amount of 20% of monthly income 

of the union. 

 

Article. 38. 1. Are considered members of RFCPTU-CFSMR those organizations who paid dues 

to date. 

  Delayed payment of 3 months lead to disqualification of the organization represented by 

the decision of the National Council. 

 After 6 months of non-payment of dues, the Senate shall decide on suspension of the 

quality organization, as member of RFCPTU-CFSMR. 

 Return to full membership of RFCPTU-CFSMR is possible after the payment of half the 

account balance of that organization. 

 2. For good reason, with the approval of the National Council of RFCPTU-CFSMR, a 

union may require a different rhythm than the monthly payment, but not more than six months. 

According to this,  suspension occurs when not paid dues to two terms in succession. 

 

Article. 39. Member organizations have the obligation, in case of initiation of action by local 

(county), to announce The National Council at least with three days before, specifying the date 

of commencement and the wishes of the action. 

 

Article. 40. Withdrawal from RFCPTU-CFSMR is a right which member organizations can rely 

on anytime. 



 

Article. 41. RFCPTU-CFSMR member organizations are required to participate to the actions 

taken by RFCPTU-CFSMR and act against attacks on RFCPTU-CFSMR, regardless of who 

would be their authors. 

 

Article. 42. Member organizations are entitled to submit any resolutions and motions in bodies of 

RFCPTU-CFSMR sessions. 

 

Article. 43. Assessing the activity of a CFSMR RFCPTU  organization can be made by the 

Senate of RFCPTU-CFSMR. 

 

Article. 44. At the national level will be called, on geography, four counties (judetz) whose 

presidents will be regional representatives in the National Council. 

 

Article. 45. Member unions of physicians may organize departments or sections of nurses, to the 

extent that no conflict of rights and interests among members. 

 

 

 

PART II.  RFCPTU-CFSMR GOVERNANCE 

 

Article. 46.  Governance organization of RFCPTU-CFSMR are: 

  1. The National Congress 

  2. The Senate 

  3. The National Council 

  4. The President 

 

THE NATIONAL CONGRESS OF RFCPTU-CFSMR 

 

Article. 47. The National Congress of CFSMR RFCPTU takes place every four years, three 

months before being announced by the National Council, which is responsible for its 

organization. 

 

Article. 48. The right of representation in Congress is a delegation to 50 members. Unions with 

fewer than 50 members are entitled to one delegate. 

 

Article. 49. The Congress may take place if they are attended by delegates from at least half plus 

one of its member organizations with dues paid to date. 

 

Article. 50. The Congress shall decide by simple majority of the number of delegations present, 

except for changes in statute, which requires a majority of two thirds. 

 

Article. 51. Atribution of The Congress are: 

 a) listening, discussing and approving the report of activity for the last term of the 

President; 



 b) presenting, discussing and approving the financial report for the period from the last 

meeting of the Senate, as well as the entire term; 

 c) presentation, discussion and approval of the Audit Commission for the past six months 

and throughout their term; 

 d) adopts RFCPTU-CFSMR on short term, medium and long term; 

 e) validate changes in statute, approved by the Senate during the entire term; 

 f) listen, discuss and validate the income and expenditure plan for the next four years;

 g) elect the President, Vice-president and regional representatives. All they will have to 

be fulfilled at least one legal mandate in an adjustable single leading unions coming in the last 

two terms; 

 h) chose Audit Commission chairman by direct vote; 

 i) designates / reconfirms Secretary General of the National Council; 

 j) determine the amount of levy payable to the Federation by organization members. 

 

Article. 52. Congress are headed by a presidium, appointed by the statute, consisting of the 

RFCPTU President and other members of the National Council, until the time of discharge and 

load, then the leadership was taken over by the Commission of Surveillance, Counting and 

Validate the votes. 

 

Article. 53. For the election of RFCPTU-CFSMR governance, will be made a Commission of 

Supervision, Counting and Validation of votes, consisting of three-five members chosen from 

participants, given that they do participate from different unions and they do not find into the 

conflict of interest with candidates for the position of RFCPTU. 

 

Article. 54. Election  of  RFCPTU-CFSMR leders can be done in two rounds: first round will be 

elected the president by secret ballot on the common list and in the second round will be elected 

Vice-Presidents, by secret ballot on the common list. 

Prime-Vice President is appointed those vicepresident who obtained the most votes. 

If no candidate for Presidency obtain a simple majority, according to Article. 50, the 

candidate with the most votes shall be elected. 

 

Article. 55. 1. For the position of President and Vice-Presidents of RFCPTU-CFSMR may apply 

the physicians who are member of the trade union of RFCPTU-CFSMR. 

2. Applications should be submitted as a file which must meet the following conditions: 

a) a certificate issued by the local union that the candidate is a member of the union of at least 

eight years in the organization with legal personality;copie după structura organului de 

conducere a sindicatului, înregistrată la judecatorie, care atestă prezenţa sa în conducerea 

sindicatului de bază de cel puţin un mandat complet; 

b) union militants who have a leadership positions in RFCPTU-CFSMR (National Council) 

can apply under a certificate issued by the federal level; 

c) criminal record; 

d) an affidavit that he-she do not is part in the governing bodies of political parties or that hold 

a leading position in the College of Physicians, at the county or national level. 

3. The same person may hold the position of PresidentRFCPTU-CFSMR or any other 

leadership position only three consecutive terms. 

 



Article. 56.  Applications will be submitted to the Federation, at least 30 days before the 

Congress. 

Applications are analyzed by a Board of Analysin the applications consisting of three members 

from different counties, especially appointed by the Senate decision, at its last meeting before the 

Congress, which will determine the date of filing applications. 

 The board members can not be in incompatitibility with the elected and can not be 

relatives and in-laws up to grade III with prospective candidates. 

  

Article. 57.  The task of The Commission for analysing the applications: 

a) Get the folder with the documents required by the statute, on the nomination; 

Check the documents comply with statute and, where found violations of the statute, 

supplement or amend the documentation recommended candidates; 

b) The candidates are required to follow the recommendations of the Commission within three 

days. At the same time, they may submit the dispute to the Administrative Secretary of the NC. 

Complaints must be resolved by Congress before the elections start. If a candidate fails to 

comply with recommendations of the Commission or appeal filed, its application becomes 

invalid. 

c) Prepare a report of receipt of application, in duplicate, with the possible observations and 

recommendations, signed by all committee members and candidates. 

d) At the closing of applications, the Commission will conclude a summary of the activity 

concerning the time-table, names of those who were present for submitting the files, the name of 

that who required changes or additions to the file with the the recommendation, as wel as the 

time of cessation of the committee. The synoptic will be signed by all committee members. 

All the files will be closed and sealed in a secure area and will be kept in these conditions till the 

Congress. On Congress, raised seal, in the presence of all members of the Commission, the files 

being handed to the President of The Commission  of Counting and Validating the ballots. 

 

Article. 58. At The Congress may be invited representatives of trade unions, governmental and 

nongovernmental organizations, academics, representatives of students in medicine and related 

professions, media, etc. 

 

THE SENATE OF RFCPTU-CFSMR 

 

Article. 59. The Senate is the governing bogy of RFCPTU-CFSMR between the Congresses.  

 

Article. 60. 1. The Senate is composed of two representatives appointed by each trade union 

member of RFCPTU-CFSMR. The President or the Vice-President of local / county organisation 

will be part of the delegation. 

2. For participation of every session of the Senate, the senators will have their  ticket of 

RFCPTU-CFSMR senator, issued by the federation to their appointment as delegates. 

 3. For continuity of knowledge of current issues, it is desirable that for a long time as 

possible, nominal composition of the delegation (Senators) designated by the member 

organizations should not be changed. 

4. The President and Vicepresident of an organisation member of RFCPTU-CFSMR  can 

not miss in the same time at a meeting of the RFCPTU-CFSMR Senate. 

  



Article. 61. 1. The Senate shall meet every six months and can work in terms of representation at 

least half plus one of its member organizations with full rights of representation and 

interpellation. 

 2. Where no quorum stipulated and issues on the agenda are considered as important, the 

meeting may be declared as "extraordinary", and can take place with those who were present. 

 3. There may not be declared extraordinary two successive sessions. 

 4. The quorum for a decision in an extraordinary session of the Senate is 2 / 3 of 

participants. 

 

Article. 62. When, during several meetings of the Senate, interventions or attitudes of 

participants exhibit knowledge or poor understanding of basic actions or documents of RFCPTU-

CFSMR, or is characterized by lack of understanding or interest in respect of issues discussed, 

any senator or group of senators may propose the discussion of such persons, warning or 

exclusion from the Senate. Analysis and decision to exclude are pronunced after hearing 

that/those concerned, in their presence and adopted by half plus one of votes of those present. 

 

Article. 63. Senate meetings are conducted under a presidium consisting of 3-5 ad hoc 

representatives of trade unions, in turn, added with the President of RFCPTU-CFSMR. 

 

 Article. 64. Senate Secretariat is composed of three persons. General Secretary of the Senate is 

the Secretary of the National Council. 

Senate Secretariat liaises with the National Council, the links between member 

organizations, the issuance of documents, record of the sittings of the Senate. 

 Senate Secretariat prepare and propose for approval the agenda of Senate meetings. 

 Minutes of the meeting will be prepared by the Secretariat and submitted for approval at 

the next meeting of the Senate members. 

 In the absence of the Minutes, approved decisions taken in the previous meeting are void. 

 

Article. 65. The task of RFCPTU-CFSMR Senate: 

a) Analyze CN activity during pre-hearing by the Senate; 

b) National Council adopts decisions and actions in the period since the last meeting of the 

Senate; 

c) Establish on short-term (until the next meeting) objectives to be achieved by the National 

Council or, where appropriate, all or one of its member organizations; 

d)  Senate consider motions and resolutions presented by representatives of trade unions 

member. 

e) Analysis the requests for entry in  RFCPTU-CFSMR based on documentation presented by 

the National Council, and deciding on them. Senate Notes applications out of RFCPTU-CFSMR 

and causes that have led to that; 

f) If necessary, the Senate may adopt amendments and changes of RFCPTU-CFSMR Statute, 

proposed by the National Council or any member organization with at least 2 / 3 vote of those 

present, following the changes to be validated (or not) the next Congress; 

g) Hear, discuss and approve the budget of RFCPTU-CFSMR and the Audit Commission 

Report; 

h) Decides penalties under the Statute. With two thirds of the participants vote, at the request of 

the National Council or at least of the three unions in RFCPTU-CFSMR structure, may suspend 



the President. The decision to suspend the hearing can not be taken in an "extraordinary" 

meeting. 

i) Decide on the need of meeting a National Conference of RFCPTU-CFSMR, in exceptional 

circumstances and not more than one between Congresses. National Conference may decide to 

amend the Statute, to elect a new president for the remaining period until the next Congress 

legally elected in cas of president resignation, and on affiliation strategy, with two thirds of the 

total voting delegates; 

j) At the meeting preceding the National Congress, the Senate decides on the final date, place 

and duration of the Congress;  

k) To ratify or reject the proposal of the President of RFCPTU in connection with the change of 

a member of the National Council;   

l) Decides, for a limited or unlimited period, association or revocation with other trade union 

structures, confederation, carteling, or other support of other union structures, base don the 

National Council proposal;  

m)  The Senate may order a commission ad hoc for arbitration in case of disputes between two 

member organizations, between an organization and CN or between an organization and a part of 

NC, with the agreement of involved parts;  

n)  The Senate may decide to amend the fee amount due for RFCPTU-CFSMR, with 2/3 vote 

before the validation (or not) by the next Congress;  

o) The Senate established the National Council members remuneration (compensation 

management). 

 

NATIONAL COUNCIL of RFCPTU-CFSMR 

 

Article. 66. National Council (NC) is the executive body of RFCPTU-CFSMR whitch implement 

RFCPTU-CFSMR policy, developed and approuved by Congress and the Senate. 

 

Article. 67. NC is composed by the President of RFCPTU-CFSMR, the Prime-Vice President, 

three Vice-Presidents and five regional representatives, plus a representative of the Bucharest 

Municipality.  

Article. 68. The task of National  Council: 

a) Take those initiatives and measures necessary for the proper course of RFCPTU CFSMR 

activities, making decisions in accordance with the Statute RFCPTU-CFSMR; 

b) Participate in negotiating collective agreements at the central administration (Ministry of 

Health, National Insurance House and the like); 

c) Has the authority to write communicate, protests, letters, articles etc. for resolvingt current 

situations, expressing points of view and realization of objectives of RFCPTU-CFSMR; 

d)  May carry out or commission studies or analysis of any aspects on the medical staff and 

medical health care in the country, eventually in comparison with the results of scientific 

research and medical practices in other countries; 

e) It has access, under the regulations in force, to the statistical medical and medico-social care 

data collected  by specialized bodies and, if necessary, arranges or contracts of specific data 

collection in accordance with law; 

f) Makes the revenue and expenditure plan for the next term and implement the budget of 

RFCPTU- CFSMR, approved biannually by the Senate, or by the Congress; 

g) Keeps important records of RFCPTU-CFSMR; 



h) It could designate a spokesperson who will be chief press office of RFCPTU-CFSMR; 

i) Purchase materials, equipment and items required for the activities and management 

headquarters of RFCPTU-CFSMR; 

j)  In the event of a dispute between the NC and a member organization, the NC may request the 

intervention of ad hoc arbitration committee of the Senate, which will analyze and written 

submissions. 

k) Consider, therefore, the initiatives, the comments or complaints of member organizations, on 

condition that they will be presented in writing, with the stamp of that organization, sequence, 

signature and status of the person who signed; 

l) Decide preparing to strike, strike conditions and entry r in strike, as well as the act to avoid in 

the last minute the strike. 

Article. 69. NC employs an administrative secretariat to actively particcipate to NC meetings (as 

well as those of the Senate). 

Other remunerated employment will be the NC proposal, as necessary, through 

arbitration or the Senate. 

For post-paid employment will be organised a specific contest,organized by law. 

 

Article. 70. Meetings of NC are statutory in the presence of half plus one of the constituent 

members. NC decisions are taken by simple majority of those present. In case of a tie vote, the 

President decides. 

 

Article. 71. Representatives of regional areas are the presidents of five regional unions which  

appointed or other trade union activists from those counties designated by the union of five 

geographic regions, alonge with Bucharest Municipality representative, established by Congress, 

which will achieve operational link between NC and counties that are in coordination. 

Regional representative mandate is four years. It can be changed by the decision of the Senate, at 

the NC proposal. 

 

Article. 72. The are regional tasks: 

a) participates compulsoryy to NC meetings; 

b) forwarding in the territory NC decisions; 

c) communicates to NC the problems and requests union territory as the base; 

d) organizes, once a year, NC works in the county they represent, for increasing the activity 

and contact with unions in the territory in which they coordinate. At the CN meetings locally 

organized, participate, as invited, all presidents and leaders of trade unions of doctors in the area; 

e) participate effectively to increase the region syndication coordinated by detecting future 

union activists, contacting teams of doctors and their formation of unions; 

implement in the coordonated region the NC and the Senate decisions, either personally 

or through delegates. 

 

Article. 73. NC can carry out economic activities for the benefit RFCPTU-CFSMR and various 

non-profit, within the law. 

 

THE PRESIDENT 

 

Article. 74. The President of The NC is The President of RFCPTU-CFSMR. 



 

Article. 75. The President represents the RFCPTU-CFSMR in relation to third parties: Helath 

care administrative bodies (Ministry of Health, the National Insurance House, professional 

colleges in the system [doctors, pharmacists, biologists, nurses, etc.], bodies of legislative 

(Parliament), executive ( Government, Presidency), judicial (judicial bodies), local government 

bodies (municipalities, county councils), non-governmental organizations (foundations, 

associations), other unions (confedeations, federations), mass media. 

 

Article. 76. The President shall preside over meetings of the NC, the first part of The Congress 

and participate in the presidium of The Senate. 

 

Article. 77. RFCPTU-CFSMR President may resign if he/she appraciate that the demands of the 

Senate are unacceptable or exceed its forces, or may be suspended under the terms of Senate 

RFCPTU-CFSMR. 

The place of The resigned or suspended President shall be filled by interim by Prime Vice 

President, to the first National Congress or until the reinstatement of suspended President. 

 

DEPARTMENTS OF RFCPTU-CFSMR 

 

Article. 78.  RFCPTU-CFSMR has two professional departments: 

a) the department of doctors and paramedical staff with higher education with practice related to 

medical care with independent practice; 

b) the department doctors and paramedical staff in higher education related to medical practice 

medical with salaried practice. 

 

Article. 79. RFCPTU-CFSMR has four administrative departemnts: 

a) juridic/legal departemnt; 

b) financiar-accounting departemntl; 

c) administrative department; 

d) education, training and media relations department 

 

Article. 80. NC members, according to the training, skills, abilities, preferences, etc.. will be 

chairmen of these departments. 

 

 CHAPTER 4 

FINANCIAL ASSETS AND MEANS OF RFCPTU-CFSMR 

 
Article. 81. Heritage RFCPTU-CFSMR is indivisible and non-transferable. Heritage taken from 

Independent Trade Union of Doctors (SIM), The Federation of Trade Union of Doctors from 

Romania (FSIMR), then Romanian Federative Chamber of Physicoians (CFMR), as well as the 

share of the property law of former UGSR are part of  RFCPTU-CFSMR. 

 

Article. 82. Funds and asets of RFCPTU-CFSMR come from registration fees of members of 

organizations components, monthly contributions to organizations ofRFCPTU-CFSMR (in turn 



contributions from their members, doctors and staff papaclinic with higher education), gifts of 

any kind from the country or abroad, of economic activities, cultural activities, sports, publishing 

and others, permitted by law. 

 

Article. 83. The amount of taxes and levies is for the Senate and they are public. It is dependent 

on the amount of income of doctors and other staff paraclinical from  the health care system. 

Federalization tax is also set by the Senate. 

 

Article. 84. On the budget, funds and property belonging to RFCPTU-CFSMR acted as expert 

analysis, a Board of Censors, elected by the Senate. 

 

Article. 89. Audit Commission is composed of three members of the Senate, with support from 

experts authorized legally recognized. 

 

CHAPTER 5 

FINAL AND TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS 
 

Article. 90. All members of the NC who are remunerated, as well as CN employees, retains all 

rights of the  an employee in all respects. 

 

Article. 91. Exclusion of  a member organization from RFCPTU-CFSMR, in other situations 

than those presented in the Statute, can be ordered by the Senate with 2 / 3 vote. Appeal may be 

the next Senate session. 

 

Article. 92. Organizations member of RFCPTU-CFSMR which withdraw from or are excluded 

have no right over any part of the heritage of RFCPTU-CFSMR, whether levies, fees, or other 

movable property. 

 

Article. 93. RFCPTU-CFSMR has its own seal, made with the recording in court, according to 

the law as a legal entity. 

 

Article. 94. RFCPTU-CFSMR is headquartered in Bucharest, Bd Ion Mihalache 106, the 

Dispensary "Averescu". 

 

Article. 95. RFCPTU-CFSMR can abolish itsself on the desire of its members, in compliance 

with legislation. 

 

 


